
2 soveværelse Lejlighed til salg i Garrucha, Almería

Beautiful and modern with a view
Here you find a welcoming apartment of 60 squared meters with 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom, kitchen and living room. It
is on the ground floor, and situated at the top of Garrucha. It is 100 meters from the city centre and only 300 meters
from the beach. The apartment has big windows in all rooms including the bathroom and the kitchen as well as it has
an air-conditioning pre-installation and a video doorphone. The apartment also has a private terrace (solarium) in the
top floor of the building. It is separated for each neighbour, and there you can enjoy the quietness and views of
Garrucha. The living room is spacious, with two big windows and with two distinct spaces. On one side we have the
living room and on the other a space for leisure time, with a television and a large sofa. In front of the living room you
find the kitchen. It is fully furnished and it contains washing machine, hob, oven, extractor fan, fridge, microwave and
electric heater. It has a large window that provides light all day. The apartment has two bright bedrooms. The larger
one has a big window and a wall-to-wall fitted wardrobe. The smaller bedroom also has big window and a fitted
wardrobe. The bathroom has high ceilings in order to extend the space. It contains all needed things for a complete
bathroom: big bath, W.C and sink, a big mirror and white furniture, that gives it spaciousness. Additionally, we have a
window, that gives the bathroom natural light all day. This is an apartment where you can move in starting from today
as it is sold fully furnished.

  Se virtuel rundvisning   2 soveværelser   1 badeværelse
  59m² Byg størrelse   aire acondicionado   amueblado
  apartamento   armarios empotrados   buen estado
  internet   orientación sur   solárium
  terraza   videoportero   vistas al mar
  vistas al monte   ático

82.500€

 Ejendom markedsført af Real Almeria Property
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